
EXT. NINA’S FORT - DAY

Nina sits near Walter.  He pulls a small jack knife from his 
pocket.  Nina reaches for it.  He won’t hand it over.

NINA
I don’t care.  I’ll get my own when 
I turn ten. 

Walter starts to remove bark from a branch’s end.    

NINA (CONT’D)
I can make a bow for that! 

WALTER
Strong of arm was Hiawatha.  
He could shoot an arrow from him.

NINA
What’s your name anyway?

WALTER
He is Hiawatha.

Nina peers at him sideways.

WALTER (CONT’D)
She is Minnehaha.  Daughter of the 
arrow-maker.

NINA
I found a real arrowhead.

She reaches into her pocket.

INT. BRIGGS’S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Nina scowls, stands on the coffee table in a dress of stiff 
blue cotton.  Turns slowly.  Lillian pins up the hem.  

Mitch reads The Boston Globe. 

Joey does a jigsaw puzzle on the floor in his pajamas. 

LILLIAN
I’ll help you make dolls clothes.

NINA
Yuck.

Nina fidgets.  Her mother holds her still.



LILLIAN
For your trolls then.  

Nina slaps her forehead.  Lillian frowns.

NINA
I’m making a teepee.

JOEY
Can I help?

NINA
How come he gets to stay up?

LILLIAN
He’s being good.

Joey smiles, reaches for a stray puzzle piece.

Lillian pins up the last section of the hem.  Nina jumps off 
the coffee table.  Struggles to remove the dress.

LILLIAN (CONT’D)
Careful, Nina.  The pins.

She tries to help.  Nina wiggles away and a pin drops from 
the hem.  Nina retrieves it.  Aims it at the pin cushion.  

LILLIAN (CONT’D)
Nina!

It hits the cushion but falls onto the table.

MITCH
A teepee, Nina bean?    

Joey’s eyes are bright.

NINA
Who’s Hiawatha, Daddy?

He lowers his newspaper.

MITCH
Well... he was an Indian brave.  
It’s a famous poem.  

NINA
Can we read it?

MITCH
Why not? 
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INT. COTTAGE 27 - DAY

Ginny struggles to unlock a door at the end of the hallway, a 
stack of towels in her arms.  

Bobby approaches, seems to skate instead of walk.  He takes 
the towels from her.  

GINNY
Thank you, dear.

Walter leans against the wall in the hall.  He reads The Song 
of Hiawatha. His lips move as he scans the page. Wears white 
cotton polishing mitts over his socks.  They look like fluffy 
pot holders. 

GINNY (CONT’D)
You better head off to the parking 
lot.  The townies will be there 
soon.

BOBBY
OK, Mom.  Just need to change 
my shoes.

He slides off down the hallway in his cotton polishers, 
giving the wooden floor a shine as he goes.

EXT. ADMINISTRATION BUILDING PARKING LOT - DAY

Teenaged boys, and men in their 20s and 30s, mill around.  
Mitch is with them, clipboard in hand.  

Cars pull in.  Mitch is eager to make connections.  Extends 
his hand to Tisburg residents.  He checks his clipboard, 
points to one boy, then another.

Some men wave to Training School boys.  They’re familiar with 
one another.  

The voice of one Tisburg town resident melds with another: 
‘I’ll have him back by 4’, ‘I’ll need Fred for one more 
week.’ ‘Patio’s nearly finished’.

The boys get into cars and drive off.  Bobby is last to go.

EXT. TRAINING SCHOOL AUDITORIUM- EVENING

Families from Personnel Village stream toward the entrance.  
Mitch approaches with Joey and Nina.  He steps up beside 
MARIA RUSSO, 35, Vince’s wife.
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MITCH
Hi, Maria.  Where’s Vince?

MARIA
Bowling with Sam.  Lil?  

MITCH
She conked out with the twins.

MARIA
You unpacked all those boxes yet?

Mitch rolls his eyes.  Smiles.

MITCH
Not quite.  Charlanne’s a help.

MARIA
It didn’t take long for me and 
Vince to get used to all the 
extras.  Those pies are a killer!

Maria slaps her hips and laughs. 

INT. TRAINING SCHOOL AUDITORIUM - EVENING

Residents are ushered in by aides; the wheelchair-bound come 
from the side hall.  It’s a squeeze as everyone funnels in.  

Mitch spots Bobby with the boys from Cottage 27.

MITCH
Bobby.  How about joining us for a 
milk shake after the movie? 

 Aides and Personnel Villagers exchange glances.  

BOBBY
Yes, sir!

Residents shuffle into the main hall.

Nina runs ahead to climb a side staircase with other 
Villagers.  

INT. AUDITORIUM BALCONY - NIGHT

Mitch sits between his children in the first row.  Nina peers 
over the side to the residents below.  

One girl straddles the lap of a boy, bounces up and down.  
Nina sits back with eyes wide as gum balls.
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The lights dim as the red velvet curtain rises.  Residents 
clap and cheer as the Swiss Family Robinson begins.  The huge 
tree house looms into view. 

Nina is utterly absorbed.

INT. MAIN STREET SODA FOUNTAIN - NIGHT

Mitch stands between Nina and Bobby, both on stools.

Joey spins on his, then brakes and points at Larry.   

MITCH
Don’t point, Joey. Larry has fits.  
He might hurt himself 
when he falls.

BOBBY
He hasn’t had a fit in years.

Larry places milk shakes down in front of them.  Nina reaches 
eagerly for hers.

MITCH
Is that so?

BOBBY
I used to work here.  And then up 
at the farm with Larry.  

JOEY
Did something in you get stuck?

Bobby looks down at the floor.

BOBBY
I don’t know.

NINA
What a Dumbo question!

JOEY
Will you get bigger than me?

MITCH
That’s enough now, Joey.

BOBBY
It’s OK. Honest.  At least he asks.  
Most people just stare.  

Nina makes the liquid dribble from her straw back into her 
drink.  Glares at Joey.
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BOBBY (CONT’D)
Don’t you like it?

She shrugs her shoulders.  

NINA
I was trying to think about the 
tree house in the movie...  Maybe 
it’s a little too big.  I think 
I’ll still make a teepee.

BOBBY
Indians really knew how to make 
things. I have some Indian 
arrowheads and stuff like that. 

Mitch puts a dollar and change on the counter.

NINA
Could I see them, daddy?

MITCH
Why not?  We’ll visit Bobby at his 
cottage sometime soon. 

Bobby’s eyes light up.  

INT. SAM CASSIDY’S OFFICE - DAY

Mitch sits at a boardroom table.  With Sam, Vince and four 
other men in white shirts and dark ties.  Identikit.

MITCH
So I really think we can extend 
ourselves.  Merge more with the  
community.  And I’d like to start 
with Bobby.  

Sam Cassidy sighs, runs his fingers through his hair.  

SAM
They’ll treat him like a freak.

MITCH
Bobby wants to go.  He deserves 
the chance.  Along with about fifty 
more I can name off the top of my 
head.

Vince lets out a nervous laugh.

VINCE
One at a time, buddy.
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The other directors start to shift in their seats, to close 
folders and reach for suit jackets.

SAM
We need state approval with 
something like this, Mitch. Tests, 
reports... not to mention where the 
hell he’d go...  Bobby sterilized, 
Bud?

DR. BUD WYLIE, bald, beady-eyed head of medicine, looks 
thoughtful.  

Mitch’s jaw drops.   

WYLIE
Fell this side of Tisburg’s 
directive. So no. Bobby’s not.

MITCH
What?  

SAM
Nearly every state in the nation’s 
had a policy since the Twenties.

MITCH
I’m all too aware of that.  But not 
here!  Not Bobby.

WYLIE
You’re right.  Not Bobby.  We 
fought the state hard to protect 
these kids.  Not that he’ll ever 
use his equipment...

MITCH
Jesus.

 Mitch looks repulsed.

WYLIE
These decisions were on a case by 
case basis, you know.

MITCH
And how many cases would that be?

WYLIE
I can count them on one hand.

MITCH
What about Charlanne?    
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Bud Wylie winces.

WYLIE
It happened at Stanstead Hills 
before we moved her here.  You know 
what that place is like.  Still in 
the Dark Ages.  At least she never 
even knew she was pregnant.

The men start to rise from the table.

MITCH
Oh, so we can add abortion to the 
list of state...

VINCE
Wait a minute, Mitch.

Sam stares hard at Mitch.

WYLIE
You had a chance to read Tisburg’s 
policy on sterilization?

MITCH
I didn’t think I needed to.

The directors file out of the meeting. No one turns back to 
acknowledge Mitch as he watches them go.
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